




DEVELOPER SEMINAR OBJECTIVES

In this seminar participants will:

▪ Become aware of FATE issues in the development of 
(algorithmic) process/systems

▪ Learn core FATE concepts related to software 
development

▪ Develop appreciation for the role that developers play in 
mitigating algorithmic bias and in promoting ethical 
practices

▪ Experiment for techniques for auditing services / modules 
used in development



PRE-SEMINAR 
QUESTIONNAIRE
https://forms.gle/XM68VeYRJZ9agi5RA



INTRODUCTION TO FATE
Fairness, Accountability, Transparency and Ethics
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/parmyols
on/2019/03/04/nearly-half-of-all-ai-start
ups-are-cashing-in-on-hype/
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Vision API





https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-33347866


https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52978191
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52978191




BIAS IN INFORMATION ACCESS?



BIAS IN INFORMATION ACCESS?



ALL SYSTEMS HAVE A SLANT

Bias in information system is not a new problem!

1. Results are slanted in unfair discrimination against particular 
persons or groups

2. That discrimination is systematic
     [Friedman & Nissenbaum, 1996]



RESPONSE: GOVERNMENT / REGULATORS

EU: General Data Protection Regulation
▪ Is there a “right to an explanation”?

▪ The right not to be subject to automated 
decision-making and safeguards enacted thereof 
(Article 22, Recital 71)

▪ Notification duties of data controllers 
(Articles 13-14, Recitals 60-62)

▪ The right to access (Article 15, Recital 63)



EU GENERAL DATA PROTECTION 
REGULATION (GDPR)

The GDPR affects the routine use of machine learning 
algorithms: 
Article 22 “Automated individual decision-making, including 
profiling.”



EU: GDPR

 Just a few challenges…

▪ Vague language
▪ “meaningful information/explanation”
▪ “logic involved”
▪ “significance”
▪ “envisaged consequences”

▪ What kinds of “meaningful explanations”?
▪ Global vs. local explanations
▪ Explanation for whom?
▪ Issues of algorithmic and digital literacy 



EC: TRUSTWORTHY AI



NATIONAL AI STRATEGIES



RESPONSE: INDUSTRY & PROFESSIONS



CHALLENGES

▪ What exactly does transparency mean?
▪ And fairness? Fair for whom?

▪ 21 fairness definitions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIXIuYdnyyk

▪ Bias - what is the baseline?
▪ specific aspects of bias in ICT systems (e.g., based 

on age, gender, race, popularity, etc.)
▪ Diversity

▪ different approaches and representations

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIXIuYdnyyk


TECHNICAL

ECONOMIC

ALGORITHMIC 
ILLITERACY

LACK OF TRANSPARENCY



WHAT IS ALGORITHMIC 
TRANSPARENCY?

They carry social values; some exhibit biases or 
systematically produce results that could lead to 
discrimination against certain people. 



BLACK BOX PROBLEMS 
TAXONOMY
[GUIDOTTI ET AL. 2018]



MODEL INSPECTION PROBLEM

“...providing a representation for understanding 
some specific property of the black box model or 
of its predictions.” (p. 14)

Inspection via Partial Dependence
“...a tool for visualizing the relationship between 
the response variable and predictor variables in a 
reduced feature space.” (p. 31)



FATE AS A SCIENTIFIC 
FIELD



BACKGROUND: FATE RESEARCH

▪ Some illustrative examples

▪ Uber
Dynamic pricing algorithms

▪ Fiverr & TaskRabbit freelance marketplaces
Recommendation systems

▪ Search engines
Information access (ranking, personalization)

▪ Image tagging APIs
Computer vision



UBER



Rosenblat, A., & Stark, L. (2016). Algorithmic labor and information asymmetries: A case study of 
Uber’s drivers. International Journal of Communication, 10, 27.

▪ “Uber’s claims regarding its labor model, which center on 
freedom, flexibility, and entrepreneurship, are complicated and 
contradicted by the experience of its drivers.” 

▪ “Power and information asymmetries emerge via Uber’s 
software-based platform through algorithmic labor logistics 
shaping driver behavior, electronic surveillance, and policies 
for performance targets. “

▪ “Through the Uber app’s design and deployment, the 
company produces the equivalent effects of what most 
reasonable observers would define as a managed labor force.” 



TASK RABBIT



Hannák, A., Wagner, C., Garcia, D., Mislove, A., Strohmaier, M., & Wilson, C. (2017, February). Bias in 
online freelance marketplaces: Evidence from taskrabbit and fiverr. In Proceedings of the 2017 ACM 
conference on computer supported cooperative work and social computing (pp. 1914-1933).

Audit of worker rankings & reviews
▪ “Workers perceived to be women, especially White 

women, receive 10% fewer reviews than workers 
perceived to be men with equivalent work 
experience.”

▪ “Workers perceived to be Black, especially men, 
receive significantly lower feedback scores (i.e., 
ratings) than other workers with similar attributes.”



SEARCH ENGINE BIAS(?)



SEARCH ENGINE BIAS(?)



Mowshowitz, A., & Kawaguchi, A. (2005). Measuring search engine bias. Information Processing & 
Management, 41(5), 1193-1205.

▪ Methodology for quantifying “bias” in search engine 
results, as a relative measure

▪ “The bias measure is designed to capture the degree to 
which the distribution of URLs, retrieved by a search 
engine in response to a query deviates from an idea of 
fair distribution for that query.”

▪ Experiments with 16 (!) search engines
▪ Main conclusion: lots of variance between engines, and 

by subject / topic



IMAGE TAGGING ALGORITHMS





AUDITING THE BLACK BOXES
Kyriakou, K., Barlas, P., Kleanthous, S., & Otterbacher, J. (2019, July). Fairness in proprietary image 
tagging algorithms: A cross-platform audit on people images. In Proceedings of the International AAAI 
Conference on Web and Social Media (Vol. 13, pp. 313-322).

Two approaches:
•within-platform audits: to discover how outputs may 
differ for certain categories of inputs in one system
(e.g., Sweeney 2013)
•cross-platform audits: to discover how all outputs of 
one system may differ from outputs of other systems, for 
the same input
(e.g., Eslami et al. 2017)



ARE TAGGERS FAIR?
THE SHORT ANSWER: NO

▪ “Some [taggers] offer more interpretation on 
images, they may exhibit less fairness toward 
the depicted persons, by misuse of 
gender-related tags and/or making judgments 
on physical appearance.”

▪ Asian females → more “attractiveness” tags
▪ Black males → less interpretive tags



USER PERCEPTION OF FAIRNESS
Barlas, P., Kleanthous, S., Kyriakou, K., & Otterbacher, J. (2019, June). What Makes an Image Tagger 
Fair?. In Proceedings of the 27th ACM Conference on User Modeling, Adaptation and Personalization 
(pp. 95-103).

"Today, many automated tools are used to generate descriptions of 
images on the Web. However, some tools exhibit biases when 
processing images of people. Given an image and two descriptions of 
its content, decide which one is more fair."

"Imagine that auto-tagging is used to facilitate searching 
profiles of people at a dating site. Which of the above 
descriptions is more fair? Enter 0 if you cannot tell."

"Please explain your answer regarding fairness."
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Experimental Set-up

Image Gender Race “Attractiveness” Participants (W/M)

BF-231 Woman Black Average 20/20

BF-233 Woman Black Attractive 20/20

WF-036 Woman White Average 20/20

WF-233 Woman White Attractive 20/20

BM-009 Man Black Average 20/20

BM-234 Man Black Attractive 20/20

WM-022 Man White Average 20/20

WM-004 Man White Attractive 20/20
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Which is more “fair”: 
human or algorithm?
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Explaining fairness



DISCUSSION & 
FINAL THOUGHTS





POST-SEMINAR 
QUESTIONNAIRE
https://forms.gle/vijRR9FekD6r4Hox9



USER STUDY – INVITATION!

http://ec2-34-255-198-84.eu-west-1.compute.amazonaws.com/opentag


• www.cycat.io
• facebook.com/CyCAT.EU
• twitter.com/CyCAT_EU
• linkedin.com/in/CyCAT

This research is partially funded by the European Union's Horizon 
2020 research and innovation program under grant agreements 
No. 739578 (RISE), 810105 (CyCAT) and the Government of the 

Republic of Cyprus (RISE).


